
AFTER THE END3.



Survival Media

We watch a how-to show on the 
solar powered TV/radio/GPS/
karaoke. Some public network 
is airing wilderness survival tips 
during the crash.
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BBQ

“Nuclear war? How retro,” she 
says. “Survivalism isn’t so bad.” 
Then an arm roasts over the fire, 
and she wants the future back.

Marauders

A gang of looters moves noisily 
past, missing me hiding under a 
counter. I’ve got two cans of chick 
peas. It’s going to be a short life.



Expendable

The solar bot inspects the 
damaged reactor, repairing what 
it can, saving the most dangerous 
work for low-paid humans.



Glacier

Backcountry camping, real 
wilderness, best way to see 
the country, they say. A glacier 
pierced with toxic waste kills 
them. I survive.
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Shopping List

Post-apocalypse looters skip 
the library. I go to the heritage 
cookbooks. Raccoon Delight 
I could try, but for a lack of 
sauerkraut.



Solar Surfers

In the sludge grey skies after  
the poison falls, solar panels  
rarely work. When they do we 
access what’s left of an Internet 
left to die. 



Gamer

At the edge of the wild I take 
a breath and look back at the 
remains of a civilization. What 
prepared me for the forest? Video 
games?
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Swept Away

Ominous radioactive clouds reflect 
in the ocean under the full moon. 
“Kiss me, this is it,” I say, and love 
grows like our cancerous cells.

Pampered

After the end, she mourns her lost 
robot and wonders how to cook 
wild roots over a fire. It would 
have prepared them for her with  
a sauce.



Desolate

A crow calls out for a mate but 
scorched trees are bare and it’s 
alone. Rusty cars are pulled over 
on the roadside. I aim for the crow.



Viral

Without vaccines, pandemics wipe 
out most of the city. Abandoned 
bodies leak on sidewalks, staining 
and drying. We sweep them into 
parks.
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Karaoke

Roasting squirrels and smoking 
fish, we hope cooking shows will 
come back, but only have karaoke 
once broadcasters shut down.

Stormy

Lightning flashes across a dark 
threatening sky, and thunder 
booms. Flooding wipes out our 
camp and we’re back to the 
beginning again.

Echoes of the Past

Music plays from a solar 
emergency radio out a broken 
window, filling the empty street 
with party music for nobody to 
dance to.

Bereaved

The dusty Earth absorbs my tears 
as I mourn our lost love. I hug my 
knees, wishing to die. You can’t 
soothe me, gone.


